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quantities. 

3. Description of Supplies/Services: HHS and the DoD require the ability to procure
mass quantities of FDA authorized or approved mRNA COVID-19 vaccines to support
military locations and personnel throughout the Continental United States and outside of
the Continental United States.  In addition, the USG requires the ability to procure mass
quantities of FDA authorized or approved mRNA COVID-19 vaccines for the US
population. In total, the USG requires up to, approximately 600M doses of US FDA
authorized or approved mRNA COVID-19 vaccines to support fall 2022 domestic adult
and pediatric vaccination efforts to advance the US response to COVID-19,
requirements and technology continue to be identified that are crucial to addressing the
Public Health Emergency (PHE).  Accordingly, the USG is acquiring only mRNA
vaccines to meet this need given their (a) clinical superiority, (b) technical maturity, and
(c) agility for modification of the vaccine to protect against variant strains.

Clinical Superiority of mRNA COVID-19 Vaccines.  The mRNA COVID-19 vaccines 
are clinically superior to alternative vaccines, such as viral vector or adjuvanted protein 
subunit vaccines.   Large clinical trials have shown unprecedented effectiveness for the 
two US licensed mRNA COVID-19 vaccines, both about 95 percent after the second 
dose, with less adverse events associated with their use.4  The mRNA vaccine 
technology is the most promising application for COVID-19 and their utility will extend 
past the current public health emergency.5  The US Food and Drug Administration has 
issued biologics license applications (BLA) under Section 351(a) of the Public Health 
Service Act (PHSA), acknowledging that the clinical benefits of the mRNA COVID-19 
vaccines outweigh their risks for COVID-19.6  No other vaccine platform has received a 
full BLA and, as such, cannot be considered as clinically preferential as the mRNA 
vaccine. The CDC has determined that the mRNA COVID-19 vaccines are “preferable” 
to alternative COVID-19 vaccines.7   The mRNA vaccine technology is a “revolutionary 
innovation” and “played a unique role in controlling the COVID-19 pandemic.”8   

In December 2021, the omicron variant became the prevalent COVID-19 variant in the 
United States, burning rapidly across populations through the end of February 2022.  

4 Welsh J. “Coronavirus Variants-Will New mRNA Vaccines Meet the Challenge?”, Engineering (Beijing). 
2021;7(6):712-714. doi:10.1016/j.eng.2021.04.005, available at: 
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8053359/. 
5 Fang, E., Liu, X., Li, M. et al. “Advances in COVID-19 mRNA vaccine development.” Sig Transduct 
Target Ther 7, 94 (2022). Available at: https://doi.org/10.1038/s41392-022-00950-y 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41392-022-00950-y. 
6 See FDA BLA Approval Letter for Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine, mRNA, “COMIRNATY” dated August 23, 
2021 available at: https://www.fda.gov/media/151710/download.  Pfizer was granted license number 2229 
(see page 1).  ModernaTX received BLA approval for their “COVID-19 Vaccine, mRNA”, proprietary name 
“SPIKEVAX,” on January 31, 2022 with license number 2256.  See FDA BLA Approval Letter available at: 
at https://www.fda.gov/media/155815/download. 
7 The CDC has states that “Three COVID-19 vaccines are authorized or approved for use in the United 
States to prevent COVID-19. Pfizer-BioNTech or Moderna (COVID-19 mRNA vaccines) are preferred. 
You may get Johnson & Johnson’s J&A COVID-19 vaccine in some situations.” (emphasis added), 
available at: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/booster-shot.html.  
8 See Fang, supra at note 5. 
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agency requirements. This action satisfies the requirements of FAR 6.302-1 because 
there is a limited number of responsible sources producing mRNA COVID-19 vaccines 
with FDA licensure and boosters with EUA authorization that, if contracted for now and 
in this manner, will be available in sufficient quantities to meet the demand to vaccinate 
the US population consistent with direction of US public health authorities, which could 
include prototype vaccine, variant strain, or multi-valent vaccine/booster approaches.  
As mentioned above, mRNA COVID-19 vaccines are, as compared to other vaccine 
candidates, a) clinically superior, (b) demonstrate greater technically maturity, and (c) 
demonstrate the agility for modification of the vaccine to protect against variant strains 
The CDC has determined that the mRNA vaccines are preferable to alternative 
vaccines.28  FDA has granted BLA to only mRNA vaccines.29  Pfizer and Moderna are 
the only two FDA authorized or approved manufacturers of mRNA vaccines, making 
these companies the only two responsible sources under FAR 6-302-1. 

To date, three vaccines (Pfizer’s COMRINATY, Moderna’s SPIKEVAX, and Janssen’s 
viral vector vaccine) have been granted Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) for initial 
doses.  As stated above, only two (Pfizer and Moderna), have demonstrated the 
degree of safety and effectiveness to achieve FDA BLA to prevent COVID-19 in 
adults. Additionally, Pfizer and Moderna have received EUA from the FDA to be 
utilized as boosters, and Pfizer has received an EUA for adolescent and pediatric 
indications.  

Because Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna are the only two companies that have BLAs for 
adult use of their mRNA COVID-19 vaccines, their mRNA vaccines cover the broadest 
scope of authorized/approved use of any of the COVID-19 vaccines currently marketed 
in the US, their mRNA COVID-19 vaccines are preferred by the CDC and FDA when 
they are available and clinically appropriate, and the mRNA vaccine platform allows 
these manufacturers to alter their mRNA vaccines and ramp up their production to 
timely meet the USG’s needs for a variant specific approach.  In sum, Pfizer and 
Moderna are the only two responsible sources with the required mRNA vaccine to meet 
the demand for initial series, boosters or variant formulations as directed by US Public 
Health Authorities for this fall.  No other vaccine type demonstrates the agility to be 
altered for variant-specific US public health needs like the mRNA vaccines.  And there 
is also no other mRNA vaccine globally that is available to meet URG needs.30  
Securing additional mRNA vaccine from Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna will ensure that 
the USG will be able to continue to provide protection against the current and new 
28 The CDC has states that “Three COVID-19 vaccines are authorized or approved for use in the United 
States to prevent COVID-19. Pfizer-BioNTech or Moderna (COVID-19 mRNA vaccines) are preferred. 
You may get Johnson & Johnson’s J&A COVID-19 vaccine in some situations.” (emphasis added).  
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/booster-shot.html  
29 See FDA BLA Approval Letter for Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine, mRNA, “COMIRNATY” dated August 23, 
2021 available here: https://www.fda.gov/media/151710/download.  Pfizer was granted license number 
2229 (see page 1).  ModernaTX received BLA approval for their “COVID-19 Vaccine, mRNA”, proprietary 
name “SPIKEVAX,” on January 31, 2022 with license number 2256.  See FDA BLA Approval Letter at 
https://www.fda.gov/media/155815/download.  
30 See 17 May 2022 World Health Organization (WHO) landscape of mRNA vaccines in clinical trials 
around the word.  Available at: https://www.who.int/teams/blueprint/covid-19/covid-19-vaccine-tracker-
and-landscape,  
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otherwise not receive a COVID-19 vaccine.”32  Given the relative benefits of mRNA 
vaccines as compared to the viral vector vaccine33 and the limitations of the J&J vaccine 
itself, the Janssen viral vector vaccine cannot meet the USG requirement.  This 
rationale applies with equal force to AstraZeneca’s viral vector vaccine for which the 
company has made no regulatory filings to date and is not authorized for commercial 
use commerce in any way.  No viral vector vaccine has shown the technical maturity of 
the mRNA vaccines. 

Additionally, the USG has contracts with Novavax and Sanofi to deliver up to 100 million 
doses each of adjuvanted protein subunit vaccine if those company’s vaccines receive 
an EUA or BLA.  However, neither Novavax nor Sanofi currently have an EUA or BLA 
for any COVID-19 vaccine indication nor is it anticipated that they will have an EUA or 
BLA for their respective vaccines in time to have product available in sufficient 
quantities to meet the USG’s demand for a vaccine capable to meet the demands of US 
Public Health Authorities (e.g., CDC and FDA) for fall 2022.  Furthermore, the protein 
subunit vaccines are not as mature as the mRNA vaccines.  The USG cannot include 
Novavax or Sanofi in this contracting action because they are not mRNA vaccines, and 
therefore not authorized to market their COVID-19 vaccine in the US at the time the 
USG needs to place orders to ensure sufficient supply of safe and effective vaccines by 
fall 2022. However, if at any time Novavax or Sanofi receives authorization for their 
protein subunit vaccines, their contracts with the USG will trigger the orders for  
doses of the authorized COVID-19 vaccine.    

6. Efforts to Obtain Competition: The USG has not sought competition for this
contract action due to the limited availability of responsible sources capable of
producing authorized or approved mRNA vaccines with the level of clinical superiority,
technical maturity or agility to deal with variants as compared to Pfizer and Moderna’s
mRNA vaccines.

Beginning with Operation Warp Speed and now under the HHS Coordination 
Operations and Response Element (H-CORE) program, there was an “all of 
government” approach to identifying vaccine candidates that could achieve FDA BLA.  
There are currently two companies – Pfizer and Moderna - that have full FDA approval 
for mRNA vaccines, which means these two products are clinically superior, technically 
more mature, and given the mRNA platform, more agile to adjust to the emerging public 
health need as articulated by US Public Health Authorities.  HHS and DoD scientific and 
acquisition teams have explored the market to determine if any other vaccine 
manufacturer could produce an mRNA vaccine.  There are no other known sources with 
this mRNA capability.  Consistent with the forgoing discussion in Section 4, other 
COVID-19 vaccine candidates are either restricted in their utility (FDA restricted the use 

32 See FDA Press Release re: Limitation of J&J Vaccine at https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-
announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-limits-use-J&A-covid-19-vaccine-certain-individuals, 
viewed 17 May 2022 
33 CDC states that “In most situations, Pfizer-BioNTech or Moderna COVID-19 vaccines are preferred 
over the J&J/J&A COVID-19 vaccine for primary and booster vaccination due to the risk of serious 
adverse events, “ Available at:  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/different-
vaccines/J&A.html.  

(b) (4)


















